5 Things we can Automate IN your
Fund Factsheets
call outs: The use of charts are
❶ Chart
commonplace in most factsheets but many

❶

asset managers fail to provide “easy to
interpret” legends and labels. One technique
we provide is the ability to have labelled callouts for each sector in, for example, a pie or
doughnut chart with alphabetic labelling so
it’s easy on the eye and explicit to the reader.
is critical: We want your factsheets
❷ Design
to reflect your brand beautifully and nothing
should be lost with automation. With our
powerful Adobe based engine we are able to
accommodate the most simple, to the most
sophisticated of brands and design.

❸

❷

We provide out-of-the-box
❸ Calculations:
calculations for aggregations, allocation
calculations, comparatives and many
other simple arithmetic requirements that
marketers require in order to present data
effectively and consistently.

❹

and Narrative: It’s essential
❹ Footnotes
that compliance and regulatory footnotes
are captured in the disclaimer section
of factsheets. However, we place equal
emphasis on the way these footnotes
are referenced from within the data
presentation. We are able to incorporate all
types of symbology, numbered footnotes,
conditional notes (e.g. Depending on type
of fund or share class) and conditional
disclaimers based on an array of rules.

❺

Chart design: Overlapping, “scrunched up”,
wrapping - these are all cardinal sins when
trying to develop high quality factsheets. Our
chart engine is continuously developing to
overcome all of these commonly occurring
issues. Additionally, our dynamic chart
engine extends our ability to provide new
and innovative representations.

❺

Let Kurtosys create factsheets for you that stand out from the

You’ll have total visibility throughout the process – alerting you

crowd. You can rest assured that all of your documents will be

when to sign off and ensuring that digital versions are in-sync and

correctly translated, meet local regulations and contain accurate

catalogued. And we use the very latest Adobe technology so your

data from Morningstar and Lipper.

numbers won’t just fit on a page, they’ll be beautiful.

kurtosys.com/fundfactsheets

